New On DVD & Blu-Ray

The Fate of the Furious Vin Diesel, Dwayne Johnson and Michelle Rodriguez
lead an all-star cast as the global blockbuster franchise delivers its most
action-packed, high octane adrenaline rush yet in The Fate of the Furious.
Now that Dom (Diesel) and Letty (Rodriguez) are married and Brian and Mia
have retired from the game-and the rest of the crew has been
exonerated-the globetrotting team has found a semblance of a normal life.
But when a mysterious woman (Oscar winner, Charlize Theron) seduces Dom
into the world of crime he can't seem to escape and a betrayal of those
closest to him, they will face trials that will test them as never before. From
the shores of Cuba and the streets of New York City to the icy plains off the
arctic Barents Sea, our elite will crisscross the globe to stop an anarchist
from unleashing chaos on the world's stage... and to bring home the man
who made them a family. Universal
South Park Season 20 All Ten episodes of South Park's historic 20th season
are packed onto this exclusive 2-disc set. join Cartman, Kenny, Stan and Kyle
as they comfort the real-world consequences of online trolling, battle the
memberberry epidemic, come to terms with Cartman having a girlfriend,
and survive the 2016 presidential election. With an exclusive, full-screen
creator commentary and never-before-seen deleted scenes, there's no need
to go "Protocol Zero" Paramount
Chips Jon Baker (Dax Shepard) and Frank Ponch Poncherello (Michael Pea)
have just joined the California Highway Patrol (CHP) in Los Angeles but for
very different reasons. Baker is a beaten-up pro motorbiker trying to put his
life and marriage back together. Poncherello is a cocky undercover Federal
agent investigating a multi-million dollar heist that may be an inside job
inside the CHP. The inexperienced rookie and hardened pro are teamed
together, but clash more than click, so kickstarting a partnership is easier
said than done. But with Bakers bike skills combined with Ponchs street
savvy it might just workif they dont drive each other crazy along the way.
Warner
Table 19 Anna Kendrick leads a hilarious ensemble cast-including Lisa
Kudrow, Stephen Merchant and Craig Robinson-in this laugh-out-loud tale
of mischief and matrimony. Relieved of her maid of honor duties after being
dumped by the best man, Eloise (Kendrick) decides to attend her oldest
friend's wedding anyway and finds herself seated among random strangers
in the back of the ballroom. As secrets are revealed, Eloise bonds with her
new tablemates and discovers that friendships, and even romance, can
develop under the most unlikely circumstances. Fox
Grey Lady The Truth is never Black and White When Boston Police Detective
James Doyle's (Eric Dane) partner is killed in a ambush, a clue sends him to
Nantucket in the lonely off-season. A murder mystery unfolds, one that
draws the guilty and the innocent into its vortex. As Doyle hunts the killer
and the killer hunts him, he discovers that things are not always what they
seem to be on the Grey Lady Fox
Teletubbies: Bubbles The Tubby Custard Machine is making lots and lots of
Tubby Custard bubbles! Join the Teletubbies as they chase and pop bubbles,
play with a magical music box and dance the energetic Tubby Phone Dance.
Contains six new episodes including 'Bubbles'. Teletubbies: Bubbles includes
two all-new engaging featurettes: In the first, fans can join the Teletubbies as
they sing the classic song, “Heads, Shoulders, Knees and Toes”; in the second,
little ones can learn more about Laa-Laa, the sweet, song and dance-loving
yellow Teletubby! Bonus Features Include: • “Heads, Shoulders, Knees and
Toes” Song Stars Jeremiah Krage, Nick Kellington, Rebecca Hyland. Sony
Kill Em All From the director of Bangkok Adrenaline comes a non-stop
action story that starts with a deathmatch, and takes it to the next level. Get
ready. Welcome to the Killing Chamber - a high-tech bunker where captured
international assassins are ready to do what they do best, just to survive. If
they're going to break out of this concrete hell, they must duel each other,
fight deadly ninjas, and battle against gangs of masked maniacs. If they
manage to survive that, they will have to confront Snakehead: the lethal,
deranged top dog who will stop at nothing to Kill 'Em All! Well Go
Free Fire All Guns, No Control Bold, breathless and wickedly fun, Free Fire is
an electrifying comedy-thriller about an arms deal that goes spectacularly
and explosively wrong. Acclaimed filmmaker Ben Wheatley (Kill List, High
Rise) propels the audience head-on into quite possibly the most epic
shootout ever seen on film as he crafts a spectacular parodyand biting
critiqueof the insanity of gun violence. Everyones got a gun, and absolutely
no one is in control. Set in a colorful yet gritty 1970s Boston, Free Fire opens
with Justine (Oscar winner Brie Larson), a mysterious American
businesswoman, and her wise-cracking associate Ord arranging a
black-market weapons deal in a deserted warehouse between IRA arms
buyer Chris (Cillian Murphy) and shifty South African gun runner Vernon
(Sharlto Copley). What starts as a polite if uneasy exchange soon goes south
when tensions escalate and shots are fired, quickly leading to a full-on Battle
Royale where its every man (and woman) for themselves. Lionsgate
Bitcoin Heist Bitcoin Heist is a fast-paced, action-packed, tech-based feature
film that focuses on the new cryptocurrency known as bitcoin. In order to
catch Interpol’s most wanted hacker who calls himself “The Ghost,” special
agent DaDa (Kate Nhung) assembles a team of expert criminals to carry out
the ultimate heist. The lineup includes: Jack Magique (Petey Majik Nguyen), a
street magician and master pickpocket; Luhan (Jayvee Mai The Hiep) and
Linh (Lam Thanh My), a father and daughter grifter duo; Vi (Suboi), a League
of Legends champion, manga fan, and expert hacker; and Phuc (Thanh
Pham), a skinny accountant who works for The Ghost. Phuc has agreed to
work with the police in exchange for protection against his notorious
employer, a Korean-German tech industrialist playboy (with ties to the
mafia) named Thomas Nam (Teo Yoo). There is more than meets the eye,
however, in the world of The Ghost, since any smart criminal knows that
“there is no honor among thieves. Well Go

